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Abstract (en)
[origin: US4410015A] The end portions to be connected are arranged opposite one another, after at least some of the web weft threads have been
removed therefrom to form a tying strip interconnecting the ends of the web warp threads in their original order. The web warp threads are gradually
released from the tying strip, spatially separated, on an individual basis and in their original order, from the following web warp threads and delivered
to the entrance of the then open seam loom shed formed in seam warp threads positioned intermediate the points of emergence of the web warp
threads out of the original web. Thereafter, the separated threads are caused to traverse, as seam weft threads, the respectively associated seam
shed produced by a Jacquard seam loom, this traversing movement being accomplished by a clamping arrangement arranged at the free end
of a floating arm. A seam loom slay of a needle arrangement shifts the introduced seam weft thread into its proper position in the seam and the
respective seam loom shed is then closed to detain the seam weft thread in this position. The separator may include a plurality of alternating thicker
and thinner, smaller and larger, disks which form an arcuate helical groove at the periphery of the separator, or it may include a plurality of radially
extending needles.
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